The Contractor Series HYDRO TWISTER® is the proven choice for professional
surface cleaning...now with four tools for your cleaning needs. The ANT4C
combines a rotary surface cleaner, spot / gum remover, hydro broom, and an
edger to create an all-in-one deluxe surface cleaner. The dual trigger guns
activate either the rotary spray arm or one of the other three devices. By
combining four processes into one unit, you will save time and fatigue when
cleaning large expanses of concrete, parking lots or other flat surfaces. The
secret that makes the Contractor Hydro Twister so effective is the ideal water
spray angles and nozzle heights that optimize cleaning power.
Model# ANT4C

The under-deck spot remover
uses a “six-shooter” nozzle
to blast away gum or paint.


New for
2013

Caster pivot lock allows the
operator to choose to lock
casters for use in straight lines or
unlock for cleaning side-to-side.

An onboard edging tool cleans close to planters, columns,
and walls or use the water broom to rinse a large area

Choose the Hydro Twister with the deck and nozzle size that accommodates your power washer

ANT1N

ANT21

ANT28

ANT4C

ANTV5

Max. recommended psi/flow

4000 / 4

5000 / 6

4000 / 5.5

4000 / 5.5

4000 / 5.5

Max. flow (w/larger nozzle)

5

6

10

10

6

Min. recommended psi/flow

2500 / 3

3000 / 5

3000 / 5

3000 / 4.8

Standard nozzles (15°)

2) #2.0

2) #2.7

2) #2.7

2) #2.7

cold to 250°

cold to 250°

cold to 200°

28”

28”

30” (24.5” cleaning path)

Water temperature

cold to 250°

Deck size
Deck construction
Handle/frame construction
Other features

cold to 210°
20”

Composite
Stainless
Able to flip over or
use as float style

Stainless with rear splash guard
Stainless, adjustable position handle, trigger gun (dual guns on ANT4C)
4) caster wheels with o-ring seals

WATER RECOVERY SURFACE CLEANERS


New for
2013

The Twister Vac is a unique rotary
surface cleaner with wash water recovery
capability. Imagine how efficient you will
clean without the hassle of having to do
a final rinse or containing wastewater
runoff. Using a Twister Vac with your
existing hot water mobile wash skid,
you will be able to clean flat surfaces up
to 20,000 sq. ft. per hour, plus recover
your wash water all in one simple step
when you connect to a Hydro Vacuum®
recovery system.
Available in a stainless 30” deck (#ANTV5) and
composite 12” deck (#ANT12). Requires minimum
104cfm/91”lift vacuum source, 2” vacuum hose,
and a pressure washer. Suitable for use on
greasy factory floors, concrete parking lots and
drive-thru areas, gas stations and garages.

For additional Mobile Wastewater Solutions, ask your dealer for
information on the Hydro Vacuum® product line.

Connect to the PVAC for easy recovery
and filtration for reuse or discharge

